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Mining was the major source of employment in the Cessnock area till the 1950's but changes in 
the industry, including automation and the introduction of sophisticated computerised 
equipment, gradually led to the closure of the vast majority of mines in the area.(P1)

This decline of mining was replaced by growth in the wine industry. (P2 Grapes) 
Wine-related tourism(P3 Mines Wines & People) (Vines P4)with associated restaurants and 
accommodation created opportunities for other attractions, such as Marthaville Arts and Crafts 
Centre (P5), the Richmond Mining Museum(P6) and Wollombi Village(P7,8,9), amongst many 
other attractions. Other primary industries also developed, including beef and poultry. (Leave 
slide 9 on screen till after land ownership)

Light and secondary industries have contributed to the districts' recent economic development, 
with the production of aluminium, the manufacture of open cut mining equipment and mining 
support services that are all important sources of employment.

The Wollombi Progress Association have asked me to speak about CSG mining in the district as
it moves towards a more mining free future. They have asked me to represent them today 
because I am chair and Co Convenor of the Gasfield Free Mountain Districts a very active 
community group based in Mangrove Mountain, and have family living in Wollombi Valley.
Because of its unique beauty, historic village, and bucolic countryside Wollombi is loved by 
locals and visitors alike. It has become a renowned viticulture district and is a wine tourism 
destination and has a community who cares for its welfare.. 

I live at Cedar Brush Creek on the Southern boundary of the Cessnock LGA. The dirt road I use 
to access my property describes the boundary between Wyong & Cessnock, and both councils 
share it's grading and maintenance.

I have lived there for more than 30 years, but local tradition has it that I am not a local because I
wasn't born there. Tradition runs deep in these parts of the Lower Hunter. Some traditions are 
important to maintain, but others just get in the way. More of that later.

There is so much to cover in this 25 minutes. I have attempted to summarize the major issues, 
and to add reference notes to my talk document, so that more comprehensive information can 
be found there. If you want to check the veracity of the information I give, you will find 
confirmation there. I hope that Council will add my notes to their website documentation of this 
forum.

With such a long history of mining it is understandable that the people of the Cessnock district 
might see the mining of Coal Seam Gas as the economic panacea they need to continue to 
develop their region and its infrastructure. 

I want to explore what a folly that is likely to be, and to unpack some of the spin being 
developed by the State Government and the mining industry, designed to persuade 
communities that CSG mining would benefit them. 

Before I start that it is probably useful for those in the audience who are unfamiliar with this 
discussion for me to explain some fundamentals.
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Land Ownership 

It is not common knowledge that the principle that the owner of land owns the minerals within it 
has been virtually abolished by statute in Australia. The general rule is that the Crown owns all 
minerals below 15m. In New South Wales, this approach of legislative expropriation has been 
applied on a selective basis, for coal and petroleum products. 

State ownership of minerals has had the important result that governments, rather than private 
landholders, determine the legal regimes governing mineral exploration and production.1

Conventional and Unconventional Gas mining.
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Now let's get on to the spin:

 The State Government and the Mining companies claim that the state is running out of gas 
and that there will be gas shortages.

 The mining companies claim that gas prices will rise as a consequence of this lack of supply
 The State  government and the mining companies claim that this unconventional form of 

mining is scientific, well tested and safe
 The mining industry claims that produced water is simple to deal with (produced water is 

water that has to be drawn out of the coal seam to release the gas, or residual water from 
fracking .
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Gas underground is the result of decomposition of 
organic material, deposited millions of years ago, that
has been trapped by an impervious layer above.

The main difference between Conventional and 
Unconventional Gas mining is that Conventional 
Mining is into highly porous rock that releases the 
gas easily.

Unconventional  gas mining is into less porous more 
dense rock, like coal, where the density of the rock 
and the existence of water under pressure hold the 
gas in the rock.



Let's look at those issues in detail, where most people get their information...the media

The State Government and the Mining companies claim that the state is running out of
gas and that there will be gas shortages   
    AGL Warns of NSW gas Shortage  3

ENERGY giant AGL says controversial coal seam gas projects need to go ahead to 
alleviate a likely gas shortage in NSW within three years.

 NSW faces winter gas shortages: AGL  4

THE NSW government might  be forced to use emergency powers ‘‘to direct network 
operators to curtail gas supply to some users’’.

    Gas shortages set to hit NSW as     energy crisis looms: Santos boss James    
Baulderstone claims  5

    NSW staring at severe gas shortage, warns Ian Macfarlane  6

    Industries coal seam gas campaign is a con...Ross Gittins Sydney morning Herald  7

The mining companies claim that gas prices will rise as a consequence of this lack of 
supply
    Santos accused of using cynical strategy to lift gas price in Australia  8

    Even gas execs admit that we don’t   need     more gas drilling in     NSW  9

    NSW to press on with coal seam gas  10

The State  government and the mining companies claim that this unconventional form
of mining is scientific, well tested and safe
The gas mining companies assure us that their processes are highly scientific, well 
engineered, tested and safe and they assure communities that there will be no disruption to 
their lives and no permanent damage to the landscape.
I contest that they actually behave like marauding cowboys, raping and pillaging the land 
and gas resources, and leaving behind a ravaged landscape. 
 Groundswell Gloucester have produced a 78 page report that documents a litany of the 

fundamental flaws in AGL's mining in Gloucester . MP. Anthony Roberts has recently 
been provided with a 695 page document which lays out the varied ways that AGL has 
breached their license conditions associated with the Gloucester gas project.

 List of Contaminated Sites  11

 This is part of a document prepared by Coal Seam Gas news that documents more 
than70 flaws in CSG mining over 19 pages. 

The purpose of CoalSeamGasNews.org is to:  Provide quick access to Coal Seam Gas 
mining news, research, forums and public meeting schedules.

Provide a voice for the many Australians who want a sustainable mining industry.
Help people get the facts – not myths –  about the Coal Seam Gas industry.

 The Government is so convinced that CSG mining processes are so safe that they are     
loosening up the regulations "Baird government plans to dilute CSG approval process for new 
gas wells"
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The mining industry claims that produced water is simple to deal with
Now here's where the real fun starts.
 In Queensland..Farmers and environmental groups seem to be concerned by a new gas 

industry ad that claims coal seam gas is safe for groundwater!!  12

 AGL's fracking wastewater unlawfully dumped into sewers.13   
 And this press release from AGL had me falling about with amazement. They are so 

completely convinced of what they are doing that they think this is good PR. " For the first
time in New South Wales, produced water from deep in coal seams will be blended with 
fresh water and used to irrigate crops at Gloucester in an innovative trial, with early 
results proving successful.14

Photographic examples of destructive CSG mining outcomes
 The failure of the mining companies to behave as responsible corporate citizens, their

spin and covert manipulation of communities has started a movement across the 
State the likes of which we haven't seen since the days of the Vietnam War 
demonstrations. ...when people of all generations, from all walks of life, joined forces 
to defeat the stupid, and life threatening decisions that were being made by the 
government of the day.

 From Southern Queensland to the NSW Southern Highlands a phenomenon is 
occurring, the likes of which we haven't seen since 

 The behavior of the CSG mining companies, across the state, has been so 
confronting that law abiding people, who have never expressed a radical sentiment 
before, are becoming radical environmental activists.

 This time the government and mining companies can't dismiss these protestors as 
dope smoking hippies, although those people have cared for our environment and 
lifestyle more than others

Council CSG  Statement
This is a comparison of two of this Councils expressions of policy. The one on the right is 
what is listed on the CCC website today. I think it shows the strong influence of the State 
Government and CSG miners. For this community to withstand the powerful forces of 
State legislature and miners ambition this statement needs to be revised.
This slide shows a completely different approach in two neighbouring LGA's.

Summary
Don't be taken in by the spin from the mining companies. They are entirely motivated by 
commercial imperatives of greed, to show big profits that satisfy their shareholders and pay 
their senior executives staggering salaries and bonuses. They show no consideration for 
communities, the landscape, culture or the future. They are after instant gratification and are 
involved in a disgusting rush to drag as much wealth out of the ground before they are 
prevented by legislation, the development of renewable energies or the vagaries of the 
market.
Frankly I would really like to understand how a much loved, iconic Australian energy 
company that has just celebrated its 175th year serving Australians has, in about 15 years 
become an economic and environmental pariah tearing up the country and devastating 
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communities. Is it just to gain wealth for its management and shareholders, or is there some 
vision we haven't seen yet? What do you think

Mountain Declaration
In finishing I would like to invite everyone to the Mountain Districts on Saturday afternoon for
a Declaration & Celebration of the district becoming a "Gasfield Free Community". Some 
parts of what are considered the Mountain Districts, like Bucketty, Fernances Crossing and 
Murrays Run are in the Cessnock LGA.

Many contend that gas is a roadblock, not a stepping stone, to a 
renewable energy future
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1http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/publications.nsf/key/Explorationandminingonpriv
atelandinNSW:abrieflegislativehistory/$File/e-brief.exploration+and+mining+on+private+land.pdf

2 https://www.google.com.au/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-
8#q=gisements-specifiques-production-zoom

3 http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/activists-descend-on-agl-meeting/story-
fni0xqe3-12270995309374www.theherald.com.au/story/2805375/nsw-faces-winter-gas-shortages-agl

45 http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/gas-shortages-set-to-hit-nsw-as-energy-crisis-looms-santos-
boss-james-baulderstone-claims/story-fni0cx12-12270684968736 http://www.smh.com.au/business/mining-
and-resources/nsw-staring-at-severe-gas-shortage-warns-ian-macfarlane-20140910-10exts.html
7http://www.smh.com.au/comment/industrys-coal-seam-gas-campaign-is-a-con-20131008-82v63m.html 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/13/santos-accused-of-using-cynical-strategy-to-lift-gas-price-in-
australia
9http://www.crikey.com.au/2015/02/16/even-gas-execs-admit-that-we-dont-need-more-gas-drilling-in-nsw/
10http://www.smh.com.au/business/nsw-to-press-on-with-coal-seam-gas-hartcher-20120515-1yo6c.html
11//coalseamgasnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Contaminated-sites-and-accidents-related-
specifically-to-CSG-in-Australia.pdf
12http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/farmers-and-environmental-groups-blast-new-gas-industry-ad-that-
claims-coal-seam-gas-is-safe-for-groundwater/story-e6freon6-1226464606972
13 http://www.theherald.com.au/story/2775107/agls-fracking-wastewater-dumped-in-sewers/
1 http://www.agl.com.au/about-agl/media-centre/article-list/2013/may/innovative-irrigator-trial-in-gloucester-
showing-early-success
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